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plains gain. At practically every college attended by students from the
southern Appalachian Mountains or the mountains of New York and
New England, the number of students who return to the mountainous
section is less than the number who came from there.
Characteristics of Mountain People
Why Mountaineers Are Bolder Than Plainsmen. Mountaineers are
generally bolder than the people of plains. This is partly because they
are strong and healthy, but also because they have many experiences which
never come to lowlanders, A mountain boy has no fear of wild animals
because he often sees them. He dares to take off his clothes and wade
through a cold turbulent stream that would give the city boy a bad fright
and make him sick from the chill. The mountaineer is also bold because
he frequently undergoes such hardships as tramping a score of miles in a
vain search for game, or spending the night alone in the woods when he
hunts for stray catde on the unfenced mountainside.
Again, in backward regions poverty often makes the mountaineer
resentful and quarrelsome, and his envy of the richer people of the low-
lands may embolden hijn to try to get a share of their possessions. Hence
when times are particularly hard the mountain tribes of Persia and
Afghanistan, for example, descend on horseback to raid farms, plunder
houses, and drive off cattle. In some regions such raids occur almost
every year at harvest time. The lowlanders are so used to them that they
build special towers of sun-dried brick to which to run for refuge when
raiders are seen. The boldness of mountaineers was illustrated by the
Gurkhas from the Himalayas in the World War. More than any other
soldiers from India they made daring raids right into and across the
German trenches.
Why Feuds Are Common in Mountains. When one man wrongs
another in the mountains it is difficult to get redress through the law,
because the officials are usually far away in the lowlands. Among cow-
ardly people this might mean that wrongs would go unrighted. Among
bold, sturdy mountaineers, however, it leads men to try to right their own
wrongs. Thus if a man is murdered, his brothers, sons, and other rela-
tives feel that it is their duty to kill the murderer themselves. If they
do so, the relatives of the murderer try in their turn to take vengeance.
Thus family feuds arise, which may last for many generations. Some-
times a little quarrel over some trifle arouses people's anger and blows are
struck. The quarrel thus started may go on for decades and cause the
children, grandchildren, and even the great-grandchildren of the first pair
to lie in wait by the roadside to shoot one another. Not many years ago
a Kentucky feud led the members of one family to come down to the

